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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：New Design Butterfly And Flower Waterjet Marble Mosaic Wall Tile

Short Description: If you like nature, bring this tile to

your home. This waterjet mosaic marble tile has three

different flowers and a butterfly on it. These exquisite

elements will decorate your home perfectly.

Model No.: WPM424

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: White & Grey

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Product Detail:

Product Description

Natural marble has a rich surface varies, fine texture, and moderate hardness, it is very

suitable for the waterjet parquet. Exquisite natural water jet marble mosaic cannot be copied

to the porcelain mosaic and glass mosaic due to high hardness and technology. This waterjet

mosaic marble applies waterjet technology, cutting different flowers and butterflies to insert

on the tile, we can change the marble items if you want other colors. Making a complicated
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waterjet tile needs a lot of production procedures and manual work, and we endeavor to

provide the best marble tiles products and services to our clients all over the world.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: New Design Butterfly And Flower Waterjet Marble Mosaic Wall Tile

Model No.: WPM424

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: White & Grey

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Calacatta Marble

Product Series

Model No.: WPM424

Color: White & Grey

Elements: Butterfly and flowers

Model No.: WPM370

Color: White & Brown

Elements: Leaves and flowers

Model No.: WPM125

Color: White & Cream & Brown

Elements: Popular sunflowers

Product Application

Waterjet stone mosaics are easy to apply in multi areas indoors and they will improve the sense of

quality and help people to taste a higher quality of living space. This New Design Butterfly And Flower

Waterjet Marble Mosaic Wall Tile is good to install on the wall of the kitchen, dining room, and



bathroom backsplashes. Such as wall decorative mosaic, decorative tile backsplash, bathroom

backsplash mosaic, mosaic kitchen backsplash, and so on.

There are carnations, lily flowers, and roses on the tile, and the butterflies circling in the flowers, the

entire wall will look more scenic and attractive in your house.

FAQ

Q: Do you have new colors of mosaic marble tile?

A: Yes, we have pink, blue, and green new colors of marble mosaics.

Q: What are the marble names you made for the stone mosaic?

A: Carrara marble, Calacatta marble, Emperador marble, Marquina marble, White Wooden marble,

Crystal White marble, etc.

Q: How to cut natural marble mosaic tiles?

A: 1. Use a pencil and straightedge to make a line you need to cut.

2. Cut the line with a manual hacksaw, it needs a diamond saw blade which is used for marble cutting.

Q: Can stone mosaic tile be installed on drywall?

A: Do not directly install the mosaic tile on drywall, it is recommended to coat thin-set mortar which has

a polymer additive. Thus the stone will be installed on the wall stronger.


